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Abstract-A continuum phenomenological model is presented to describe chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD) of solid product inside porous substrate media for the preparation of reinforced ceramic-matrix 
composites [by the chemical &pour infiltration (CVI) process] -ani ceramic membrane composites (by a 
modified CVD process). The chemical reaction, intrapore diffusion, non-isobaric viscous Row and variation 
of substrate pore geometry during deposition are considered in the model which is readily solved by the 
orthogonal collocation numerical technique. Simulated deposition profiles across substrate are given to 
examine the effects of the reaction mechanism, reaction and diffusion rate, substrate pore dimension, 
deposition temperature, bulk phase reactant concentration, intrapore diffusivity of reactants and pressure 
drop on the deposition results of a one-dimensional isothermal forced-flow CVI process and a modified 
non-isobaric CVD process for ceramic composite preparation. The theoretical analysis provides a better 
insight of the CVD processes in porous media and is useful in explaining experimental findings and guiding 
the selection of optimum process conditions for the CVD preparation of ceramic composites. 

1NTRODUCTION 

Ceramic composite materials represent one of the 
most important developments in materials science 
and technology. Among these materials the reinforced 
ceramic-matrix composites are gaining technical 
importance in aerospace, automobile and manufac- 
turing industries because of their unique character- 
istics in oxidation resistance, low density and re- 
fractory properties (Naslain et al., 1989; Chiang et al., 
1989). On the other hand, the potential of ceramic 
membrane composites in gas separation, purification 
and catalytic reaction processes due to their high 
structural and thermal stability, long life in applica- 
tion and capability of having catalytic properties have 
recently stimulated increasing research in the syn- 
thesis and property improvement of these inorganic 
membranes (cf. Keizer et al., 1988; Hsieh, 1988; 
Burggraaf et al., 1989; Burggraaf and Keizer, 1990). 
However, the controlled preparation of the ceramic- 
matrix composites and membrane composites with a 
top-layer in sub-nanometer scale pore size presents 
some of the most difficult processing problems in the 
ceramic fields. The recent development in extending 
the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method into 
porous ceramic substrates has demonstrated that the 
CVD approach is one of the most promising reaction- 
forming processes for making these ceramic com- 
posites. 

The CVD approach for ceramic-matrix composite 
preparation has been studied for more than one de- 
cade (cf. Christin et al., 1979, Rossignol and Naslain 
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1980). In comparison, the CVD approach has just 
been very recently applied to the preparation 
(Gavalas et al., 1989) and modification (Lin et al., 
1989a) of ceramic membrane systems. In principle, the 
CVD processes for the preparation of the ceramic- 
matrix composites and ceramic membranes have a 
number of aspects in common. In these CVD pro- 
cesses selected vapour reactants (or reactant) are in- 
troduced into internal substrate pore space by means 
of diffusion and/or forced viscous flow and a desired 
solid product is deposited on the internal pore surface 
of the porous substrate. For ceramic-matrix com- 
posites the porous substrates are usually coarse por- 
ous ceramic-matrix preforms (e.g. carbon fiber matrix) 
in which a solid of the same material (e.g. carbon) or 
different material (e.g. silicon carbide) is deposited for 
densification. The substrates can be, for membrane 
preparation, coarse-pore ceramic discs (or tubes) (e.g. 
a-alumina) in which a thin-layer with membrane pro- 
perty is formed (Gavalas er al., 1989), and for mem- 
brane modification, a ceramic membrane composite 
with a small pore top-layer in which the pores are 
modified by the CVD to improve the membrane 
property (Lin et al., 1989a, b). 

There are two major differences between the CVD 
process for the preparation of ceramic-matrix com- 
posite and the CVD process for the preparation or 
modification of ceramic membrane. The first is the 
introduction of the reactants into the porous sub- 
strates. For the preparation of ceramic-matrix com- 
posite, the reactants are introduced from the same 
side of the preform and therefore this CVD process is 
referred to in literature as the chemical vapor infiltra- 
tion (CVI). For membrane preparation or modifica- 
tion, two reactants are introduced from opposite sides 
of substrate and to differentiate from the CVI this 
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CVD process is hereby referred to as the modified decomposition of one reactant in the preform. A more 
CVD (MCVD). This can be more easily visualized in detailed analysis on the isothermal, non-forced flow 
Fig. 1. The second difference arises from the require- CVI process for growth of AI,O, in Sic fiber preform 
ment of the distribution of deposited solid product was recently reported by Tai and Chou (1988, 1989) 
across the substrates. In the CVI process a uniform based on a model similar to the one of Brekel et al. 
distribution of the solid deposit across the substrate is (1981). In this analysis the pore space between Sic 
desired in order to achieve the best mechanical pro- fibers was simulated as cylindrical tubes. Axial and 
perty of the ceramic-matrix composites. In the radial diffusion of vapour reactants, chemical reaction 
MCVD process, however, a deposition zone as nar- on the inner surface of the tube and deposition 
row as possible is preferred in order to reduce the film growth were considered in the model. The above 
transport resistance while retaining the high selectiv- mentioned theoretical work dealt with iso- 
ity. To increase the deposition rate and/or the uni- thermal non-forced flow CVI process. Gupte and 
formity of the solid deposit distribution, a total Tsamopoulos (1989) recently published their theoret- 
pressure drop or a temperature gradient is imposed ical analysis on a non-isothermal and isobaric CVI 
on the preform for making ceramic-matrix com- based on a model describing the combined diffusion 
posites. This results in the non-isothermal and/or and reaction of trichloromethylsilane (TMS) and the 
forced-flow CVI (Besmann et al., 1989). It should be deposition of silicon carbide in porous preform. The 
mentioned that the MCVD process is also the initial mass transport of TMS in an idealized cylindrical 
stage of the electrochemical vapour deposition of thin pore and heat conduction in the preform were de- 
dense solid electrolyte films on porous substrate for scribed by two partial differential equations with a 
the fabrication of solid oxide fuel cells and dense moving boundary condition, This complex model was 
membranes (Isenburg, 1977; Carolan and Michaels, solved by the finite element numerical method to give 
1990; Lin et al., 1990~). the simulated deposition profiles. 

The CVI process has been more extensively studied 
by experiments. In comparison, the theoretical studies 
on the CVI are limited. The earlier attempt on the 
theoretical analysis of the one-dimensional CVI pro- 
cess can be found in the work of Brekel et al. (1981) 
who presented an approximate solution describ- 
ing the deposition profiles within cylindrical tubes 
of small diameter (0.1-l mm). This theoretical ana- 
lysis was later extended by Rossignol et al. (1984) 
to estimate the deposition profiles of Tic inside a 
carbon*arbon composite preform. The analysis was 
made for isothermal non-forced flow CVI using a 
mathematical model considering only diffusion and 

In the above mentioned continuum models for the 
one-dimensional CVI processes (Brekel et al., 1981; 
Tai and Choy 1988, 1989; Gupte and Tsamopoulos, 
1989), the variation of the pore cross-sectional area, 
pore size and diffusivity during the CVI process was 
not taken into account in deriving the transport equa- 
tion. In reality the CVI is a process with changing 
substrate geometry and transport properties. In con- 
trast, the diffusion in pore radial direction which can 
be more reasonably neglected due to larger pore 
length/size ratio was considered, yielding a much 
more complex partial differential equation of three 
variables (pore axial position, pore radius and time). 
Furthermore no viscous flow was considered in these 
models and, as a result, these continuum models could 
not bc used to study non-isobaric CVI processes. 
Following a different approach Starr (1987, 1988) 
developed a stage model for the prediction of the 
densificationdeposition time relation of a non-iso- 
thermal forced-flow WI. In this model a preform was 
divided into a finite number of volume elements, in 
each of which the preform structure, thermal conduct- 
ivity and other physical parameters were assumed to 
be constant. Based on this model an iteration 
algorithm was used to calculate the average density of 
the preform under the CVI process as a function of 
deposition time. This model offers a simpler approach 
for the theoretical analysis, but is less realistic for the 
continuous CVD process in porous media. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the one-dimensional CVI 
process for material densification (a) in which a flat depos- 
ition profile is desired and the MCVD process for membrane 
preparation (b) in which a narrow deposition profile is 

preferred. 

The theoretical analysis of the MCVD process for 
membrane preparation and modification are even 
scarce Carolan and Michaels (1987), in an attempt to 
understand the penetration depth of a deposit into a 
porous substrate in the initial stage of the electro- 
chemical vapour deposition of dense electrolyte film, 
reported a simple continuum model to predict the 
deposition profile across substrate. Again, variation of 
the substrate pore geometry during deposition and its 
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effect on the intrapore diffusivity were not considered 
in the model. Furthermore this model only analyses 
isobaric MCVD process. Lin et al. (1989b) recently 
presented some preliminary simulation and experi- 
mental results on the deposition of zirconia (as well as 
yttria) on porous substrate disc for membrane pre- 
paration. The simulation was based on an improved 
continuum model which includes chemical reaction, 
diffusion and viscous flow in substrate pores. In both 
the studies of Carolan and Michaels (1987) and Lin 
et al. (1989b), the boundary conditions of zero re- 
actant concentration at the corresponding pore exit 
were used to simplify computation. The simulation 
results were consistent with some of the experi- 
mentally measured deposition profiles but failed to 
explain other experimental evidences (Lin el al., 
1990a) due to mainly the improper use of the bound- 
ary conditions. 

In the present paper, a more complete mathemat- 
ical model and analysis are presented for the one- 
dimensional CVI and the MCVD processes for the 
preparation of reinforced ceramic-matrix composite 
and ceramic membranes. As there has been no effort 
reported using one model to describe the CVI and 
MCVD processes which are very different as far as the 
distribution of deposit is concerned, the main object- 
ives of the present work are to report a comparative 
analysis of the CVI and MCVD processes by the same 
model and the parametric study on these two CVD 
processes using the simulation results. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

Model development 
A realistic mathematical description of mass trans- 

port in the CVI and MCVD processes is complicated 
by the undefined pore structure of porous ceramic 
substrates. Thus, to obtain a continuum model the 
CVD processes in porous media can be phenomeno- 
logically described as simultaneous diffusion, convec- 
tion and reaction/deposition in a simplified structure 
being a one-dimensional cylindrical pore along 
reactant penetrating direction. This simplified ap- 
proach is generally used for the study of mass trans- 
port in porous media including the previous theoret- 
ical work on the CVI and MCVD processes (Brekel 
et al., 1981; Carolan and Michaels, 1987; Tai and 
Chou, 1989; Gupte and Tsamopolos, 1989). With this 
approach the CVI and MCVD processes are con- 
sidered as deposition of solid in the cylindrical pore 
with a initial pore radius of R” at any axial position 2, 
as shown in Fig. 2. As the solid product deposits on 
the wall of the pore, the pore radius changes. The aim 
of the mathematical modelling then becomes to find 
the solution of the pore radius as a function of pore 
axial position and time. In this work, only one-dimen- 
sional isothermal forced-flow CVI and non-isobaric 
MCVD processes with two vapour reactants are con- 
sidered (see Fig. 2 for the reaction). The following 
additional assumptions are also made in the model- 
ling: (1) a quasi-steady state for the CVD processes 
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Fig. 2. Cylindrical pore model for modelling CVD pro- 
cesses in porous media. 

due to the fact that the gas diffusion r&e is much 
faster than the pore narrowing rate; (2) negligible 
concentration change of the vapour reactants in the 
pore radial direction due to large ratio of substrate 
thickness to average substrate pore radius (L/R’) in 
most studied ceramic substrate pores; (3) dilute re- 
actant concentration so that the simplified dusty-gas 
model can be applied with a negligible effect of gas- 
eous reaction products on the pressure gradient. 

Mass balance on reactant i over the differential 
volume of (zR’)(dZ) in the cylindrical pore gives 
(Bird et al., 1960): 

-$~_(_Ri)=O (1) 

where ( - Ri) is the consumption rate of reactant i 
based on the unit pore volume; J, is the mass flux of 
reactant i at position Z in the substrate pore. If there 
exists a total pressure gradient over the substrate, this 
flux, according to the dusty-gas model, consists of a 
diffusive flux, &,, and a viscous flux, JCV, (Mason 
et al., 1966; Mason and Malinauskas, 1983) as: 

Ji = Ji(d) + xiJ(u) 

where xi is the molar fraction of reactant i. Although 
the complete description of the diffusive flux in porous 
medium for component i in a multi-component gas 
system is very complex, for a dilute reactant gas the 
following relation can be approximately used for Jicn, 
to simplify the problem (Smith, 1981; Ruthven, 1984): 

dCi 

with 

&=:[&+&)I 
where Q(,,,) is molecular diffusivity for component i in 
the carrier gas; Dick, is the Knudsen diffusivity for 
species i. Other symbols are identified in the 
“Notation”. The Knudsen diffusivity is related to the 
average pore radius by (Butt, 1980; Smith, 1981): 

Dick) = 0 (4b) 
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and the moIecular diffusivity is correlated to the total 
pressure by the Champman and Enskog equation 
(Reid et al., 1975) as: 

Ditrn, = a,lp (4c) 

where the coefficients a, and a,,, are functions of tem- 
perature and molecular weights of diffusing gas and 
carrier gas, and can be found in the indicated 
references. 

The viscous flow JcU, can be related to the total 
pressure gradient as (Bird et al., 1960; Mason et a!., 
1966): 

J(“, = - 
EPB, dP -_ 

tR,Tp dZ (5) 

where & is a characteristic constant of the substrate 
medium (Mason et al., 1966). For a straight cylindrical 
pore, B0 = R2/8 (Mason et al., 1966; Mason and 
Malinauskas, 1983). 

Combining eqs (3) and (5) into eq. (2) gives: 

dC, 
Ji = - DidZ + UC, (6) 

with 

u= -!$+& (7) 

or for the cylindrical pore: 

.sR2 dP 
lJ= -=a’ 

(8) 

As indicated by eqs (4) and (8), both Di and U are 
dependent on the pore radius R and total pressure P. 
Since R and P vary with Z and t during deposition, 
both Di and U are also functions of Z and t. Therefore, 
substituting eq. (6) into eq. (1) results in: 

D dZCi 
I=+ 

d(DiR’) ~_ 
R2 dZ 

U &% 1 dZ 

- m Ci - ( - Ri) = 0. (9) 

The above mass conservation equation is very differ- 
ent from the previously reported models for the one- 
dimensional CVI and the MCVD (Brekel et al., 1981; 
Carolan and Michacls, 1987; Tai and Chou, 1988, 
1989; Gupte and Tsamopoulos, 1989)., In addition to 
the inclusion of the viscous flow term in eq. (6), the 
differences arise from the consideration of changing 
pore cross-sectional area and the position dependent 
effective diffusivity in this work, which are more real- 
istic to the described CVD processes. The neglect of 
changing pore geometry and position dependency of 
intrapore diffusivity can substantially affect the simu- 
lation results for the cases in which the solid is not 
uniformly deposited across a substrate. 

The resulting mass balance eq. (9) applies for the 
both CVI and MCVD. As described in the Introduc- 
tion, the phenomenological difference between the 
CVI and the MCVD is that for the CVI the reactants 

A and B are introduced from the same side of the 
substrate while for the MCVD the two reactants are, 
respectively, introduced from the opposite sides of the 
substrate. It is more straightforward to show the 
difference in the boundary conditions (BC) as: 

for the CVI process: 

c, = c:; C,=Ci atZ=L (IO) 

dC, - z 0; 
dZ 

dC,_O 
dZ atZ=O (II) 

for the MCVD process: 

c,=cg; $g=o atZ=L (12) 

CB - c:; dC”_() 
dZ 

at Z : 0. (13) 

The diffusion directions of reactant A and B in the 
CVI and MCVD are shown in Fig. 2. Carolan and 
Michaels (1987) and Lin et al. (1989b) imposed a zero 
concentration for reactant i at the corresponding pore 
exit for the MCVD process (i.e. C, = 0 at 2 = 0 and 
C, = 0 at Z = L), while Brekel et al. (1981) and many 
other investigators (e.g. Tai and Chou, 1988, 1989; 
Gupte and Tsamopoulos, 1989) employed a zero de- 
rivative of the reactant i concentration for the BC at 
the corresponding pore exit. In fact, these two types of 
BC are the two special cases of a more realistic BC 
[dCJd< = N,,Ci, where 5 = Z/L and NBi is the Biot 
number (Butt. 1980)] with NBi = co and Ngi = 0, 
respectively. However, the use of the more realistic BC 
will introduce more parameters (NJ whose values for 
such CVD processes are still unknown. To avoid this 
problem, the type of BC of Brekel et al. (1981), which 
has been commonly used in CVI modelling, is also 
used in the present study. 

For deposition of solid product on the internal pore 
surface the two reactants should be adsorbed and 
then react on the pore wall. Thus, the formation rate 
of the solid product should be proportional to the 
pore surface area and the reactant concentration on 
the pore surface. Assuming uniform concentration 
over the pore cross-sectional area and using the modi- 
fied mass action law (Butt, 1980), the formation rate 
for the solid product is expressed ah: 

R, = KC,N Cf. (14) 

Note that R, is defined on the basis of the unit pore 
surface area while the consumption rate for reactant i 
in eq. (1) is based on the unit pore volume. R, and Ri 
can be correlated by: 

S = (Rl2)Wni) ( - Ri). (15) 

It is straightforward to derive the following mass 
balance equation for the deposition of the solid prod- 
uct: 

dR 
dt= 

_ R,M, 
P 

(16) 
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with the initial condition: and the l3C for the MCVD process: 

R = R’ at C = 0. (17) x,= 1; dX,/d< = 0 at<=1 (24) 
Mass balance on the total flux described by eq. (5) x, = I; dX,/d{ = 0; at 5 = 0 (25) 

gives in the following equation for the total pressure 
across the substrate: for the total pressure gradient: 

d PdPR, 
[ 1 

d dY - - = 
dZ dZ 

o (18) [ 1 -42 =o 
dr d5 (264 

with the boundary conditions: or in the following form: 

P = P, atZ=O (19) 
dZY dY 

&d52+B,,dt=0 (26W 
P = P, at Z = L. (20) with the corresponding BC as: 

Thus the viscous flow velocity U is related to Z by 
eq. (7) in which the total pressure gradient dP/dZ can 
be calculated from the simultaneous solution of 

Y=l atC=l (27) 
Y=O at < = 0. (28) 

eq. (18) and other differential equations as presented 
above. The mathematical model for the CVD pro- The pore-size narrowing rate eq. (16) is non-dimen- 

cesses is complicated by the fact that the coefficients sionalized to: 

for the differential equations vary with the time and d&de = -f;(X,, X,) (29) 
position. Analytical solutions for such a complicated 
problem is very difficult. Therefore, this problem has with the corresponding initial condition: 
to be numerically solved. #=i at 0 = 0. (30) 

Numerical solutions 
The above differential equations and boundary 

conditions are first non-dimensionalized by intro- 
ducing the dimensionless variables defined in Table 1. 

For diffusion and reaction of reactant A and B in 
substrate pores this results in: 

A, d*Xi 1 d~z + Bis + EiXi --fi(X,, X,) = 0 (21) 

(with i = A for reactant A and i = B for reactant B) 
with the BC for the CVI process: 

x, = 1; x, = 1 ate=1 (22) 
dX,/d< = 0; dX,/d< = 0 at < = 0 (23) 

It is important to note that the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ei 
(i = A and B) in eq. (21) and A, and B, in eq. (26) are 
dependent on the dimensionless time and axial posi- 
tion. These coefficients in the dimensionless form are 
listed in Table 2. The dimensionless concentration 
terms in eqs (21) and (29)&(X,. X,),&(X,, X,) and 
f,(X,, X,) are also listed in Table 2. The definitions of 
the dimensionless parameters appearing in Table 2 
are given in the lower part of Table 1. 

The simulated deposition profiles (the dimen- 
sionless pore radius Q as a function of dimensionless 
pore axial position, c, and deposition time, 0) can be. 
obtained from the simultaneous solutions of the four 
differential equations [two equations from eq. (21) for 

Table 1. Definition of dimensionless variables and parameters 

Dimensionless variables 
Pore axial position 5 = Z/L 
Pore radius g5 = R/R’ 
Deposition time fJ = tD:/L2 
Concentration x, = c,/cp 
Total pressure Y = (P’ - P;)/(P: - PZ) 
Viscous flow velocity H = ULfD; 

Dimensionless parameters 
Reaction order on reactant A N 
Reaction order on reactant B 
Thiele modulus g= KL2(C:)N-1(C:)M/D:Ro 
Dilkivity ratio A, = D$DI: (,I, = 1) 
Reactant concentration ratio /I = cg/cl: 
Pressure drop coefficient a = (P: - P;)/P; 
Ratio of viscous flow 

velocity to diffusivity 1, = R0=P,,sf16~~D~ 
Ratio of Knudsen diffusivity 

to molecular diffusivity 
Reactant A 
Reactant B 

WA = D!&,,l+, 
ws = %,,,/&I,, 

Vapour to solid concentration ratio Y = GMSIP 
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reactant A and reactant B, and eqs (26) and (29)]. This 
boundary and initial value problem was solved by the 
orthogonal collocation numerical method (Villadsen 
and Michelsen, 1978). In the numerical computation, 
the four differential equations were discretized along 
the pore axial coordinate to form NC + 2 algebraic 
equations from eq. (21) (for component A or B) and 
eq. (26), respectively, and NC + 2 ordinary differential 
equations from eq. (29). Here NC is the total number 
of the internal collocation points. This resulted in a set 
of 4(Nc + 2) algebraic and differential equations 
(ADEs). Details on the collocation equations and 
computation aIgorithm for numerical solutions are 
presented in the Appendix. The IMSL routine 
NEQNF (IMSL, 1987) was used to solve the nonlin- 
ear algebraic collocation equations. 

A deposition profile at a certain deposition time 0 
(e.g. the moment of pore-closure, i.e. 4 = 0 at < = 1 
for the CVI) was computed by integrating the differ- 
ential equation eq. (29) from 0 = 0 to 0 coupled with 
simultaneous solutions of the nonlinear algebraic 
collocation equations. It should be pointed out that 
the simulated deposition profile at 0 = 0 is the result 
of evolution of the same deposition profile from 8 = 0. 
The Euler’s method (Carnahan et al., 1977) with an 

Table 2. Coefficients and concentration terms for the dimen- 
sionless differential equations 

Coefficient Relation to 4 and Y 

= Li42h, 
= q(dqb/dC) + biH 
= - ZH(d4ldt) - 4(dHldt) 
= 
= ?d&/d{ 
= z(?l*/n,)Qx;x~ 
= 2(n,,/r1,)Qfi-~X;Xf: 
= yQX:X,M 

hi and H are related to 4 and Y by: 
= Aih,$[hi/(oJi + 1) + 21 
= O.Wi-w,/(w, + u(4lJ”)h: - 4 
= (q + l)/[w&aY + 1)“’ + 1] 
= - [&,at$*/(aY + 1)1’2](dY/dY) 

(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 

adjustable step size during integration (typical over 
1000 steps used to integrate from #J = 1 to 0.5) was 
used to solve the differential equations at the different 
collocation points. A preliminary calculation showed 
that a simulated deposition profile with NC = 10 or 12 
is essentially the same as the simulated deposition 
profile with NC = 8 but required much more com- 
putation time due to the increase in the total number 
of ADEs. Therefore eight internal colIocation points 
were used in the simulation computation for the 
results presented in the next section. The typical CPU 
time required using the VAX 8650 at the University of 
Twente computer center was about 5 s to obtain one 
simulated deposition profile at the deposition time 0 
at which &minimum) = 0. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The simulation results presented in this section for 

the MCVD is based on a CVD process for deposition 
of zirconia into a porous substrate for membrane 
preparation and modification (Lin et al., 1989a, b). 
The substrate is an a-alumina disc of 12 mm in dia- 
meter and 2 mm in thickness. ZrCl, vapour and H,O 
vapour are used as two reactants and the following 
CVD reaction is considered to take place in the sub- 
strate pores: ZrCl,(g) (reactant A) + 2H,O(g) 
(reactant B) = ZrO,(s) + 4HCl(g). The typical ex- 
perimental conditions and the corresponding dimen- 
sionless parameters for the CVD process are sum- 
marized in Table 3. For the sake of comparison the 
simuIation results for the CVI are also based on the 
same CVD process for membrane modification, as 
summarized in Table 3 but with a smaller value of the 
reaction rate constant (or @)_ Although the actual 
dimension of preforms and reaction conditions for 
CVI processes may differ from the one presented 
herein, the simulation results should provide the gen- 
eral picture of the one-dimensional isothermal forced 
CVI processes because the analysis is made on the 
dimensionless basis. 

To show the effects of the different parameters on 
the CVD process for ceramic composite preparation, 
the simulated deposition profiles at the moment of 

Table 3. Values of parameters used for simulation 

(A) CVD process parameters and experimental conditions 
R”=lxlO-‘m n* = 1 

L=2x10e3m nB = 2 
so = 0.5 n, = 1 

7=4 N=l 
Ct = 2.0 x lo-’ mol/m3 M=l 
Ci = 3.5 x 10m3 mol)nG 
D!? = 2.9 x 10e6 m2/s 

K = 3.62 x 10e4 m4/s mol (for MCVD) 
K = 3.62 x 10m6 m4/smol (for CVI) 

0; = 1.02 x 10-s mi/s T= lMw)“C 
P,=2DOPa p = 6.5 x 10W5 k&m 
P, = 200 Pa p/M, = 4.65 x lo4 mol/m3 

(B) Dimensionless parameters calculated from Part A of this table 
Q = 17.5 (for MCVD) Q = 0.175 (for CVI) 
1, = 3.5 B = 1.75 
a=0 2.,=8x10-5 
y = 4.3 x10-s q x lo+ 
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pore closure (for CVI) or that of half-pore-narrowed 
(for the MCVD) are presented in Figs 4-11. The 
values of the studied parameter(s) together with the 
corresponding simulated pore closure time (for the 
CVI) or half-pore-narrowed time (for the MCVD) are 
indicated in each figure. The values for all other 
parameters are the same as given in Table 3 unless 
otherwise specified in the figure captions. From the 
simulated deposition profiles one can study the effects 
of the different parameters on (1) maximum depos- 
ition location (at which R is minimum in the depos- 
ition profile), (2) broadness of deposition zone and (3) 
the pore narrowing rate (inversely proportional to 
half-pore-narrowed time) for membrane preparation. 
For material densification the simulated deposit pro- 
files, which can be easily converted to porosity-axial 
position profiles using the relation of &/.s” = @, pro- 
vide information on the effects of different parameters 
on the uniformity of densification and the densific- 
ation rate. The experimental study of the effects of 
several parameters on the MCVD results for mem- 
brane preparation and the explanation using the 
modelling results will be reported in a separate paper. 

Figure 3 shows typical simulated profiles of pore 
radius, reactant concentrations and the total pressure 
(all in dimensionless form) across the substrate disc for 
the CVI and the MCVD. Note that Xi is the relative 
concentration of reactant i with respect to its concen- 
tration in the bulk phase. For both reactant A and 
reactant B the concentration decreases from the pore 
entrance and levels off near its pore exit. The deple- 
tion of the reactants is due to consumption of the 
reactants by chemical reaction and deposition. It is 
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Fig. 3. Simulated profiles of dimensionless pore radius (+), 
concentrations of two reactants (X,, Xa) and total pressure 
( Y,l at (a) the moment of pore closure for the CVI and (b) the 

moment of half pore-narrowed for the MCVD. 

interesting to note that for the CVI the reactant 
concentration drops rapidly in the region near the 
pore entrance (Z = L) [Fig. 3(a)] while for the 
MCVD the reactant concentrations change more sig- 
nificantly in the region where the two concentration 
profiles cross. As shown by the deposition profiles of 
@(Z/L), the reactant concentrations vary more signi- 
ficantly in the region where more solid is deposited. 

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of the reaction mech- 
anism on the deposition profiles for the CVI and 
MCVD. For an isothermal CVI the maximum depos- 
ition location (at which q5 is smallest) is always at the 
entrance port (at 2 = L), as shown in Figs 3(a) and 
4(a). For the MVCD, however, the maximum depos- 
ition location vary with the different reaction mech- 
anisms, transport properties and experimental condi- 
tions. For the case of a zero reaction order with 
respect to one reactant, the maximum deposition 
location for the MCVD is at the entrance port for the 
reactant with a non-zero reaction order, as shown 
in Fig. 4(b). For the case of non-zero reaction order 
with respect to both the reactants, the maximum 
deposition location varies from Z = 0 to Z = L 
depending on the values of other parameters to be 
discussed later. 

The Thiele modulus @, as defined in Table 1, can be 
considered as the ratio of the reaction rate to the 
diffusion rate. The effects of Q on the deposition 
profiles for CVI and MCVD are shown in Fig. 5. For 
both the processes, a smaller value of @ results in a 
flatter deposition profile with a lower pore narrowing 
rate (or longer pore-closure time). This is because the 
reactants can penetrate deeper into the substrate 
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Fig. 4. Effects of the reaction orders of N (with respect to 
reactant A) and M (to reactant B) on the deposition profiles 
for (a) the CVI and (b) the MCVD (with all the dimensionless 

parameter values given in Table 3 part B). 
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Fig 5. Effects of Thiele modulus (temperature, pressure, 
substrate pore dimension, reactant concentration) on the 
deposition profiles for (a) the CVI and (b) the MCVD (with 
N = 1, M = 1 and all other dimensionless parameter values 

given in Table 3 part B). 

pores with a higher diffusion rate and/or lower reac- 
tion rate. In general, decreasing the ratio of reaction 
rate/diffusion rate improves the uniformity of the 
deposition rate across the substrate but reduces the 
average pore-narrowing rate. For the CVI it is obvi- 
ous that the pore-closure time is inversely propor- 
tional to @, as given in Fig. 5(a). However, the half- 
pore-narrowed time for the MCVD decreases with 
increasing Cp but is not inversely proportional to @ 
except the case of zero reaction order with respect to 
one of the reactants. 

The Thiele modulus, according to the definition, 
represents the four important experimental para- 
meters or conditions: deposition temperature, sub- 
strate pore dimension, reactant concentrations and 
total pressure. As the reaction rate constant K in this 
model lumps together all the rate and equilibrium 
constants for several steps involved in a CVD re- 
action/deposition process such as adsorption and sur- 
face reaction, the temperature dependence of K varies 
with different reaction/deposition mechanism. For the 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type reaction mechanism 
(Butt, 1980) with large heats of adsorption on the 
substrate internal surface, K and hence the Thiele 
modulus decrease with temperature. When the surface 
reaction with a retatively large activation energy E, is 
the rate-limiting step and the diffusion is in the 
Knudsen regime, CD is proportional to exp (E,,/RT)/ 
T1” and (L/R”)‘. In these cases the Thiele modulus 
increases with increasing temperature and is propor- 
tionat to the ratio of substrate thickness to pore size, 
but is independent of the total pressure. Obviously, a 
higher reactant concentration in the bulk phase 
results in a larger value of the Thiele modulus. The 

total pressure can affect the Thiele modulus only 
when diffusion in substrate pores is in the transition 
or molecular diffusion regime. Normally a higher 
total pressure gives a larger value of the Thiele modu- 
lus because of a smaller intrapore diffusivity. There- 
fore, Fig. 5 shows the effects of these four experimental 
parameters on the deposition results of the CVI and 
MCVD processes. 

It is obvious that in a CVI process no further 
densification can proceed after the pore entrance is 
closed by the deposit. Therefore, the den&cation 
quality depends largely on the uniformity of the de- 
posit distribution. To obtain a more uniform den- 
sification across a preform by the isothermal CVI, the 
present simulation results suggest that the experi- 
mental conditions with a value of the Thiele modulus 
as small as possible are desired. However, a small 
value of the Thiele modulus corresponds to a low 
densification rate. In order to improve both uni- 
formity and densification rate, development of non- 
isothermal CVl is therefore very important. For mem- 
brane preparation or modification by the MCVD, the 
experimental conditions with Thiele modulus as large 
as possible is preferred so that the solid product can 
be deposited in a very narrow zone across substrate at 
a rather high pore narrowing rate. The broadness of 
the deposition zone decreases with increasing @ when 
dr is very large. It should be pointed out that the 
location of the deposition zone (or the maximum 
deposition location) is not determined by the Thiele 
modulus but by the reaction orders as discussed be- 
fore and some other parameters to be discussed next. 

The effects of the relative intrapore diffusivity and 
bulk phase concentration for reactant B with respect 
to those for reactant A on the deposition profiles are 
presented in Figs 6 and 7 for both (a) the CVI and (b) 
MCVD processes. As shown in Figs 6(a) and 7(a), a 
flatter deposition profile can be achieved by increas- 
ing 0: or decreasing Cg. Since the Thiele modulus 
defined here is based on reactant A, a larger value of 
Dj means a larger overall diffusion rate for the CVI 
process. On the other hand, a lower value of Ci 
indicates a smaller overall reaction rate. As previously 
discussed, the flatter deposition profiles with larger 
0; or smaller Cg are due to higher diffusion rate and 
lower reaction rate. For the CVI, the pore closure 
time 0 remains the same with different values of 0: 
[Fig. 6(a)] but decreases with increasing Cg 
[Fig. 7(a)]. Theoretically, the following equation can 
be found for the (dimensionless) pore-closure time for 
the CVI [by integrating eq. (29) at 2 = L]: 

0 = (yQ)--‘. (43) 

For the simulated CVD reaction of first order with 
respect to both the reactant, 0 = ( KLz/Ro)( Cj/Dz). 
Therefore, the variation of 0: should not affect the 
pore-closure time which, however, should be inversely 
proportional to Cg. The simulated values of the pore- 
closure time are consistent with eq. (43). 

For the MCVD the effects of Di and Ci on the 
deposition results are quite different from those for 
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the CVI. Firstly, with increasing 0: or Cp the max- 
imum deposition location moves from the side of 
substrate exposed to reactant B to the other side 
exposed to reactant A. It is possible that the max- 
imum deposition location is inside the substrate when 
J., ( = 0:/D:) or p ( = Ci/Ci) is more close to the 
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Fig. 8. Effects of total pressure drop on the deposition 
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= I, &, = 1 and all other dimensionless parameter values 

given in Table 3 part B). 

ratio of the stoicbiometrical coefficients for reactants 
A and B: n&t,, (e.g d, or /I % 2 for the simulated CVD 
system). It should be noted that the results presented 
in Figs 6 and 7 are for the case of first reaction order 
with respect to both the reactants. Secondly, there is 
no analytical relation such as eq. (43) which can be 
used to correlate the half pore-narrowed time to’ the 
experimental parameters for the MCVD. The simu- 
lation results presented in Figs 6(b) and 7(b) also 
suggest that the half pore-narrowed time is longer for 
the case with maximum deposition location inside 
substrate than that for the case with the maximum 
deposition located at the side of substrate. 

The viscous flow in the forced-flow CVI and non- 
isobaric MCVD is due to the total pressure drop over 
the substrate. Figure 8 shows the effects of the 
pressure drop coefficient Q, as defined in Table 1, on 
the deposition profiles. For the CVI process, the pore- 
closure time is the same for different pressure drops, as 
shown by the simulation results presented in Fig. 8(a). 
This is in agreement with the theoretical prediction by 
eq. (43). These results indicate that imposing a total 
pressure drop should not raise the CVI densifrcation 
rate unless the reactant concentration in the feeding 
stream is increased as a result of imposing total 
pressure drop. The simulation results presented in 
Fig. 8(a), however, show that imposing a total 
pressure drop has unfavourable effects on the uni- 
formity of the deposit distribution for the CVI pro- 
cess. A larger total pressure drop results in a less 
uniform deposition profile. 

In a previous theoretical study (Lin, 1990b) it has 
been found that assuming a constant viscous flow 
velocity (Lin, 1990b) or constant gas permeability 
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(Starr, 1987) across the substrate the total pressure 
drop has a favourable effect on the distribution of 
solid deposit for the CVI process. However, for gas 
transport in porous media, the viscous flow velocity is 
generally dependent on the total pressure and, con- 
sequently, the location in the porous substrate. For 
example, with a constant pore radius across the sub- 
strate, solution of eqs (8) and (18) gives: 

U = olA”(DZ/L)( cr< + 1)-l’*. (44) 

To examine these seemingly unusual unfavourable 
effects of the total pressure drop on the deposit dis- 
tribution, let’s compare the following three cases using 
eq. (9) (with R = R”, iV = 1 and M = 0): (A) eq. (9) 
with the third term and U in the second term omitted 
(the case without total pressure drop, i.e. U = 0); (B) 
eq. (9) with only the third term omitted (the case with 
a total pressure drop and constant U across substrate, 
i.e. U # 0 but dU/dZ = 0); (C) eq. (9) with a total 
pressure drop and variable W, which has the following 
form : 

D_ d*Ci 
‘dZZ 

_++++,. (45) 

Since dU/dZ[ = - Uia/ZL(cr< + l)] is always posit- 
ive, the addition of the term dVjdZ on the right-hand 
side of eq. (45) is equivalent to an increase in the 
reaction rate, very likely resulting in an effect of 
steepening the deposition profile which surpasses the 
effect of flattening the deposition profile by the term 
(- LldCi/dZ) on the left-hand side of eq. (45). In fact, 
the simulation results show that the flatness of the 
reactant concentration profiles decrease in the follow- 
ing order: case (B), case (A) and case (C). 

For the MCVD process, the simulation results pre- 
sented in Fig. 8(b) shows a significant effect of the 
total pressure drop on the shape of the deposition 
profile. Figure 8(b) also shows that imposing a total 
pressure drop can move the maximum deposition 
location towards the substrate side of the lower total 
pressure. Again the pore narrowing rate for the depos- 
ition profile with its maximum deposition location 
more closed to the middle of substrate is slower than 
the other two deposition profiles with its maximum 
deposition located at substrate side. It should be 
noted that the results presented in Fig. 8 are calcu- 
lated with a relatively large value of the ratio of 
viscous flow velocity to diffusivity & (see Table 1). In 
fact, a large value of 1, is a prerequisite to the effects of 
the total pressure drop on the deposition profiles. 
Figure 9 shows the simulated deposition profiles for 
the forced-flow CVI and the non-isobaric MCVD 
with different value of 2, (at a constant value of u 
= 10). When 2, is smaller than 0.01 (for MCVD) or 

0.001 (for CVI) the pressure drop does not influence 
the deposition profiles. As seen in Table 1, d, can be 
reduced by lowering P,, (or the average total pressure) 
and the substrate pore radius R”. Therefore, under 
experimental conditions of low average pressure and 
small substrate pore size such as the case given in 
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Fig. 9. Effects of the ratio ofviscous flow to diffusive flow on 
the deposition profiles for (a) the CVI and (b) the MCVD 
(with N = 1, M = 1, r = 10 and all other dimensionless 

parameter values given in Table 3 part B). 

Table 3 (1, d 0.01) imposing a small pressure drop 
does not change the deposition profile. 

For the isothermal CVl and the isobaric MCVD, 
the similar parameters that determine whether or not 
the total pressure (not the total pressure drop) affect 
the deposition results are the ratio of the Knudsen 
diffusivity to the molecular diffusivity wi (i = A and 
B). When wi is smaller than 10m3 it is found that 
variation of the total pressure does not change the 
deposition profiles. As w, is proportional to (R’P) 
[see eq. (4a) and (4b)], the value of wi can be very 
small under the experimental conditions of lower total 
pressure and small substrate pore size such as the case 
listed in Table 3 (for reactant B, water vapor, w, % 1.6 
x 10e4). For the last parameter given in Table 1, the 

ratio of the reactant concentration to solid deposit 
concentration y, the simulation results show the same 
deposition profiles for both the CVI and MCVD with 
different values of y. The parameter y only affects the 
pore narrowing rate which is proportional to y, as 
indicated by eq. (38). 

To compare the simulation results for the MCVD 
with the BC of zero concentration (i.e. C, = 0 at 2 
= 0 and C, = 0 at Z = L) (Carolan and Michaels, 
1987; Lin et al., 1989b) and the present BC of zero 
concentration derivative [eqs (12) and (13)], the simu- 
lated deposition profiles with the two types of BC for 
three cases of different reaction orders are presented 
in Fig. 10. For the two cases of a zero reaction order 
with respect to one reactant quite similar simulated 
deposition profiles are obtained with these two types 
of BC. For the case of first reaction order on both 
reactants the simulated deposition profile with the BC 
of zero concentration [Fig. 10(a)] is very different 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of simulated deposition profiles with 
(a) zero concentration boundary conditions and (b) the 
boundary conditions of zero concentration derivatives for 
the MCVD process (with all the dimensionless parameter 

values given in Table 3 part B). 

from the one with the BC of zero concentration 
derivative [Fig. 10(b)]. The maximum deposition Io- 
cation is always inside the substrate for the first type 
of BC, but varies from edge to inside of the substrate 
depending on values of other parameters for the 
second type of BC. It appears that the second type of 
BC is more suitable for such a problem of transport 
and reaction in porous media because the theoretical 
analysis using this type of BC is consistent with the 
experimental results which will be given in a separate 
paper. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A phenomenological mathematical model is de- 
veloped to describe the one-dimensional isothermal 
forced-flow CVI process for material densification 
and the non-isobaric MCVD process for ceramic 
membrane preparation. The mode1 takes into account 
chemical reaction and deposition, diffusion, viscous 
flow and change of pore geometry and transport 
properties, and can be readily solved by the ortho- 
gonal collocation method. It neglects details of the 
phase structure of deposit and assumes cylindrical 
pores of substrate. This mode1 with the simulation 
results allows the analysis of the effects of reaction 
mechanism, temperature, total pressure, total 
pressure drop, substrate pore dimension, bulk phase 
reactant concentration and intrapore diffusivity on 
deposition results of the CVD processes in porous 
media. 

The simulation results show that the uniformity of 
densification across a preform in an isothermal CVI 

CES 46:12-H 

process can be improved by: (1) using a reaction with 
a low reaction order with respect to the reactants; (2) 
decreasing the Thiele modulus by varying preform 
temperature, total pressure, preform pore dimension; 
(3) reducing the reactant concentration; (4) increasing 
intrapore dilRtsivity and (5) reducing the total 
pressure drop across the substrate. The maximum 
local densification rate is determined by the reaction 
rate at entrance port of a preform. Simulation results 
also show that in the isothermal CVI process improv- 
ing the uniformity of densification is accompanied 
with prolonging the pore-closure time (or lowering 
the densification rate). 

For membrane preparation and modification the 
simulation results suggest that the maximum depos- 
ition location, broadness of deposition zone and the 
pore narrowing rate can be controlled by several 
parameters: reaction orders, the Thiele modulus, re- 
actant concentration in the bulk phase, diffusivity and 
the total pressure drop. A narrow deposition zone and 
a high pore narrowing rate can be achieved with the 
experimental conditions of large value of Thiele 
modulus. The maximum deposition Location can be 
moved towards one side of the substrate disc by 
increasing the bulk phase concentration, intrapore 
diflusivity of the reactant and the total pressure 
(higher than a certain value) on the other side of the 
substrate. The maximum deposition location is more 
close to the substrate side exposed to the reactant with 
a lower reaction order. 
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NOTATION 

coefficient in eq. (21) for reactant i, % 
coeficient in eq. (26b) for total pressure, % 
coefficient for Knudsen diffusivity, eq. (4b), m/s 
coefficient for molecular diffusivity, eq. (4c), 
mz Pa/s 
coefficient in eq. (21) for reactant i, % 
characteristic constant for porous media, m2 
coefficient in eq. (26b) for total pressure, % 
concentration of reactant i in the substrate pore 
(i = A for reactant A; i = B for reactant B), 
mol/m3 
concentration of reactant i in the bulk vapour 
phase, mol/m3 
effective intrapore diffusivity for reactant i, 
m’/s 
effective intrapore diffusivity for reactant i in 
the substrate pore before deposition (at R 
= RO), m2/s 

molecular diffusivity for reactant i, m”/s 
Knudsen diffusivity for reactant i, m2/s 
coefficient in eq. (21) for reactant i, % 
dimensionless viscous flow velocity, see Table 1 
flux of reactant i in pore axial direction, 
mol/mz s 
reaction rate constant, m3N+3~MZ/smolN+M-’ 
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L 

M 

M, 
N 

N,i 
Nc 

ni 
4 
P 

PO 
PI 
R 
RO 

4 
Ri 

thickness of substrate disc, m 
reaction order with respect to reactant B 
molecular weight of solid deposit, kg/mol 
reaction order with respect to reactant A; 
Biot number, % 
total number of internal collocation points 
stoichiometric coefficients for reactant i 
stoichiometric coefficient for solid product 
local total pressure in the substrate pore, Pa 
total pressure in the low pressure side, Pa 
total pressure in the high pressure side, Pa 
local radius of substrate pore, m 
average radius of substrate pore before depos- 
ition, m 
gas constant, J/mol K 
reaction (consumption) rate of reactant i, 
mol/m3 s 
formation rate of solid deposit, mol/m2 s 
deposition time, s 
viscous flow velocity in substrate, m/s 
molar fraction of component i 
dimensionless concentration for reactant i, see 
Table 1 
dimensionless total pressure, see Table 1 
axial position of substrate pore, m 

Greek letters 
pressure drop coefficient, see Table 1 
ratio of concentration of reactant B to that of 
reactant A, see Table 1 
ratio of vapour concentration to solid deposit 
concentration, see Table 1 
local porosity of substrate 
average porosity of substrate before deposition 
dimensionless time, see Table 1 
dimensionless pore-closure time (CVI) or half- 
pore-narrowed time (MCVD) 
ratio of effective diffusivity of reactant B to that 
of reactant A, see Table 1 
ratio of viscous flow velocity to diffusivity ratio, 
see Table 1 
viscosity of carrier gas, kg/ms 
dimensionless pore axial position, see Table 1 
density of the solid deposit, kg/m3 
tortuosity factor of substrate 
dimensionless pore radial position, see Table 1 
Thiele modulus, see Table 1 
ratio of Knudsen diffusivity to molecular diffus- 
ivity for reactant i, see Table 1 
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APPENDIX 

Derivation of collocation equations 
The variables of Xi and Y along pore axial position are 

approximated by the following polynomial with N being the 
total number of the internal collocation points: 

N+* 
p(5) = 2 Lj(t)p, (AlI 

,=1 
where P represents anyone of Xi and Y with 

Nf2 
‘j(5) = n C(T - ti)/(tj- till WI 

i=1 (i + j1 
and <j is the j th zero of the orthogonal polynomial defined 
by Vdladsen and Michelsen (1978). 

From eq. (Al) the first- and second-order derivatives can 
be discretized as: 

dP N+Z 
-1 = 1 BkjP, k=l,2 ,..., Nf2 
di’ li 

(A31 
j=1 

dZP iv+2 
- = 1 A,,P, k=l,2 I._., N+2 
dSZ h j=l 

(.44) 

where k represents k the collocation point along the pore 
axial direction. The discretization matrices Akj and B?, as 
well as the values of tj were computed using the algorithm 
suggested by Villadsen and Michelsen (1978). 

Discretizing eq. (29) gives: 

d& 
x = -b(X*,,, X,.,) k = 1, 3, , N + 2 (A5) 

with: & = 1 at B=O. (A61 

Discretization of eq. (26) yields: 

?I+2 

C C(A,),A,j + (B,),B,,l Yj = 0 k = 2, 3, . , N + 1 
,=1 

(A7) 
with 

Y, = 0 (A8) 

Y N+2 = 1. (A9) 

The coefficients of (A,,), and (B,), in eq. (A7) can be written 
as: 

(A”), = c,, (AlO) 
N+* 

(B.,), = 2 1 Bkjdj. (All) 
j= 1 

Equation (21) can be discretized to 

for reactant A: 
N+2 
ids C(A,),A,j + (B,hB,j + J~j(E.tLI(X*h 

-fn(xA,,,xB,k) = 0 
k=2,3,...,N+ 1 

with: 

(X) -I A N+1- 
) 

6412) 

Ii+2 

C B,,j(X,), = 0 
j=I 1 

for both the CVI and MCVD processes (A13) 

and for reactant B: 
IV+1 

,T, C(A,h&j + (B~kb, + ‘,(EB)J(XBL 

-h(X,,, X,.,)=0 k=2,3 ,..., N+l (A14) 

with: 

(XB)N+l= 1 
for the CVI process (At5) 

N+Z 
C B,.j(X,)j =O 

i= 1 
N+Z 
C B, t z,j(X,)j = 0 

j= L 
for the MCVD process (Al@ 

(X,1, = 1 

with 

Skj = 
0 kfj 
1 k=j. 

(A17) 

Thecoefficients(Ai)r, (BL)L and (E,)*(i = A or B)in eqs(A13) 
and (Al5) are related to dk and Y, by: 

(h;), = (w, + l)/[wi$,(aY* + 1)“2 + II (Al8) 

(Ai), = &($,)‘(Uk (Al91 

(aik = Uhi)&rI(hi)xl(wi + 1) + 21 642’3) 

@A, = 0.5$,lwi/(wi + l)l(W&)(W: - 41 (A211 

(A22 

N+* 

(~,)k = (a,)r C [B,j4j + (bhtH&l (~23) 
j-1 

and 
Pit2 N+* 

(E;)k L - 2H, 1 B,,+j - 9t Z B~j”j. (~24) 
j=l ,=1 
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Computation algorithm 
(1) Calculate the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial and 

(A7)-(A9) and (AH-(A16) using IMSL routine NEQNF; (3) 
evaluate the integration step of A0 so that each integration 

the discretization matrices Qj and Bki (with N = 8, a = 0.5 step corresponds to an increment in 4 of about l/2000; (4) 
and fi = 0.5) using the algorithm given by Villadsen and 
Michelsen (1978) and input all the simulation parameters 

calculate new deposition profile of & (k = 1, 2, . . , 10) by 
integrating eq. (AS); (5) repeat steps (2), (3), (4) until the 

and initial values: & = 1 (k = 1,2, . . , 10); (2) find (X,),, minimum & is about 0.5 + 0.005 (for the MCVD) or 0 
(X,), and I’, (k = 1,2,. . . , 10) by solving 30 algebraic eqs f 0.005 (for the CVI). 


